The Walters Art Museum is located at:
600 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

DROP-OFF
Buses must stop on Centre Street at the corner of Charles and Centre Streets so that students can use the crosswalk. An alternate loading zone is located on the eastern side of Charles Street. All safe stopping points for buses are highlighted in yellow on the map.

School groups will enter through the Centre Street Entrance (arrow pointing to this entrance).

PARKING
Buses may park with advance registration at a Baltimore City oversize motor coach facility. For more information, please visit: https://www.baltimoreparking.com/bus-parking/

If attended, buses are able to pull over and wait around the monument for the duration of your visit. However, please note that your bus may be asked to move.

Car Parking: Paid lots are located at Centre and Cathedral Streets, Centre and St. Paul Streets, and West Franklin Street between Charles and Cathedral. Metered street parking is also available.

TAKING PUBLIC TRANSIT TO THE MUSEUM
The Walters is located within a short walking distance of the free Charm City Circulator (stop 307 on the Purple line), MTA bus lines (Nos. 3, 11, 31, 61, and 64), and the Centre Street Light Rail stop.

PLEASE NOTE
Traffic and construction in the Mount Vernon neighborhood are unpredictable. Allow extra time for travelling.

Questions? Contact the Walters Art Museum at 410-547-9000 ext. 232 or tours@thewalters.org